The REFeAsO (RE = La, Pr, Nd and Sm) system has been studied by RE L 3 x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy to explore the contribution of the REO spacers between the electronically active FeAs slabs in these materials. The XANES spectra have been simulated by full multiple scattering calculations to describe the different experimental features and their evolution with the RE size. The near edge feature just above the L 3 white line is found to be sensitive to the ordering/disordering of oxygen atoms in the REO layers. In addition, shape resonance peaks due to As and O scattering change systematically, indicating local structural changes in the FeAs slabs and the REO spacers due to RE size. The results suggest that interlayer coupling and oxygen order/disorder in the REO spacers may have an important role in the superconductivity and itinerant magnetism of the oxypnictides.
Introduction
The recent discovery of high temperature superconductivity in iron-based oxypnictides (REFeAsO) [1] has triggered a large amount of research activity with a focus on the understanding of their fundamental properties and the underlying magnetic and structural order [2] . Incidentally, the structural topology of the oxypnictides is similar to the well-known cuprate superconductors, with electronically active FeAs layers separated by the REO spacers, as of the CuO 2 layers separated by the rock-salt reservoirs in the latter [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Another unifying link between the two families of materials is the appearance of superconductivity in the proximity of an antiferromagnetically ordered state [2, 8] .
The REFeAsO becomes superconducting, with a maximum transition temperature T c ∼ 55 K [2] , when the active FeAs layers are doped through atomic substitutions or oxygen vacancies in the REO spacers. In the superconducting system, the structural transition, as well as the magnetic order, disappear [2] . Since superconductivity and itinerant striped magnetism are known to occur in FeAs, most of the studies are focused on addressing the characteristics of the FeAs layers, overlooking the REO spacers. On the other hand, recent studies on the cuprates have clearly underlined the importance of the spacer layers, in which the atomic order/disorder appears to have a vital role in their superconductivity [9, 10] . In addition, the misfit strain due to the spacer layer could easily modify the structural topology as well the atomic order, and hence the fundamental properties of the system [11] . In fact, while the maximum T c of the doped system increases with reducing RE ion size [12, 13] , the structural transition temperature (T s ) decreases for the undoped system [14, 15] , underlying the importance of the local chemistry of the REO layers in the correlating itinerant magnetism and superconductivity of the oxypnictides. Moreover, Fe K edge EXAFS studies on the REFeAsO have revealed the strongly covalent nature of the FeAs bond [16] . Indeed, the EXAFS results show that, depending on the RE size, the As atom changes its vertical position with respect to the Fe-Fe plane, indicating an increased interaction with the REO spacers [16] . Therefore, it is of prime importance to study the local structural characteristics of the spacer layer in order to explore its role in the itinerant magnetism and superconductivity of the oxypnictides.
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) is a fast (∼10 −15 ) and local experimental technique (5-10Å) capable of investigating the short/medium range order and electronic structure of materials [17] . The x-ray absorption coefficient µ(E) is given by the product of the matrix element and joint (empty) density of states for the electronic transitions from the initial to the final states. The dipole matrix element from the initial state, the core level of well defined symmetry, selects the local and partial density of final states for the allowed electronic transitions. XANES spectroscopy probes the final states in an energy range of about 50-60 eV (depending on the system) above the chemical potential. The XANES spectra can be solved in real space, describing the final state as an outgoing spherical wave that interferes with the waves backscattered from the neighboring atoms [18] . In particular, RE L 3 -edge XANES spectroscopy, being a direct probe of the local structure around the RE atom and the distribution of the valence electrons with the final states in the continuum being due to multiple scattering resonances of the photoelectron in a finite cluster [17] , is an ideal tool to study local geometry around the RE and has often been applied to study RE containing materials [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In this work we have exploited RE L 3 -edge XANES spectroscopy in obtaining direct information on the local structure around the RE atom to study the role of the REO layer and its interaction with the FeAs layers in the REFeAsO (RE = La, Pr, Nd and Sm) oxypnictides. The multiple scattering theory has been employed to identify the nature of the different features and their evolution as a function of RE size. A systematic change in the spectral features can be observed, reflecting the varying electronic and local geometrical structure of the REOFeAs. In particular, the first near edge feature above the L 3 white line is found to be highly sensitive to the ordering of oxygen atoms, while the shape resonance peaks evolve systematically with the RE size. The results suggest that the misfit between the FeAs and REO layers [7, 11] and oxygen order/disorder in the REO spacers should have an important role to play in the superconductivity and itinerant magnetism of the oxypnictides.
Technical details

RE L 3 -edge x-ray absorption measurements
The x-ray absorption measurements were performed on powder samples of REFeAsO (RE = La, Pr, Nd, Sm) prepared using the solid state reaction method [23] . Prior to the absorption measurements, the samples were characterized by x-ray diffraction for their structural properties [14] . RE L 3 -edge x-ray absorption near edge structure (L 3 -XANES) measurements were performed at the XAFS beamline of the Elettra Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Trieste, where the synchrotron radiation emitted by a bending magnet source was monochromatized using a double crystal Si(111) monochromator. The transmission mode was used for the measurements, using three ionization chambers mounted in series for the simultaneous measurements on the sample and a reference. Several absorption scans were collected to ensure the reproducibility of the spectra and a high signal to noise ratio. Figure 1 . RE L 3 -edge x-ray absorption near edge spectra of REFeAsO (RE = La, Pr, Nd, Sm). In the near edge region, up to ∼60 eV above the edge, all spectra shows four features. As the ionic radii increases, feature B gets more pronounced. The zero of the energy scale is fixed to the first derivative of the L 3 -edge.
Multiple scattering calculations
To understand the electronic structure of the system, we have performed systematic simulations over the rare-earth L 3 edges, using self-consistent real-space multiple scattering by the FEFF8.2 code [24, 25] within the muffin-tin approximation. The atomic potential is calculated self-consistently using a cluster of up to 127 atoms within a radius of 8.0Å. The multiple scattering calculation converges when a cluster of 13 shells (59 atoms up to 6.15Å) is considered. For the calculations, the energy and position dependent HedinLundqvist optical potential [26] has been selected as the exchange-correlation potential. The total electronic potential was constructed by spherically averaging the muffin-tin potentials on each atom and keeping constant the potential in the interstitial region between the muffin-tin spheres. The f states for all the rare-earth metals were kept in a frozen state to achieve convergence of the self-consistent potentials (lmax = 3). Once f states were allowed to be involved, the calculations showed a shift of 1 eV towards lower energy. Figure 1 shows experimental rare-earth L 3 -edge XANES spectra measured at room temperature on a series of REFeAsO (RE = La, Pr, Nd and Sm) samples. The L 3 edge XANES spectra are characterized by a strong white line, typical of trivalent RE [19] [20] [21] [22] , that could be fairly described using the one electron picture. In the figure one can identify four distinct features; the white line feature A reflects directly the transition from core p electrons to partial empty d states, while features C and D originate from multiple scattering contributions, the so called shape resonances. Feature B has different intensity for different RE systems and appears to be related to the electronic structure. The white line intensities hardly show any systematic change with the RE size, while features C and D change systematically due to changing bond lengths [27] . It should be mentioned that a direct comparison of the white line intensities is impossible unless complete information on the transition matrix element is available in addition to the experimental artifacts. On the other hand, the relative variation of peaks C and D appears to follow the vertical position of the As atoms with respect to the Fe-Fe plane [16, 27] , controlling the superconductivity (while the system is doped) and magnetic moment (undoped) of these materials. In addition, the weak feature B also appears to show a systematic change with varying rare-earth size. It should be recalled that a similar feature B has been seen in the L 3 -edge XANES measured on cuprates, however, discussed in the past with a dubious interpretation based on two types of structural symmetries [28, 29] . Since the average structural symmetry of the REFeAsO does not change with the RE, it is possible that feature B is due to the electronic structure and/or due to a local disorder in the REO layers. Moreover, the intensity of this feature appears to scale with the superconducting transition temperature (while the system is doped), and hence it should be interesting to address feature B in detail.
Results and discussion
Let us first discuss the electronic structure. Sm, respectively. This suggests a non-negligible role for the 4f electrons in the L 3 -edge XANES spectra. Indeed, the ground state atomic configuration effect is negligible in most of the K edges, but can be significantly important in the L 3 -edge of rare-earth metals, well recognized in the Ce L 3 -edge of CeO 2 [30] . As a matter of fact, the one electron approach with muffin-tin approximation could reproduce reasonably well the RE L 3 edge XANES for all the rare-earth atoms in the REFeAsO, albeit with a clear disagreement for feature B. Indeed, the one electron calculations reveal a distinct feature B unlike the experimental spectra in which the feature appears damped (figure 2). Differences between the experimental and theoretical spectra could be due to the convolution function accounting for the intrinsic core-hole lifetime, and the extrinsic experimental resolution can be ruled out since the L 3 -edge energies for all the RE lies within an energy interval of about 1500 eV. In addition, there appears a small discrepancy in the peak position of feature B. The fact that we have used average crystallographic ordered structural parameters for the calculations makes it difficult to expect a perfect match of the energy position, since local structure disorder and defects can easily change the energy position. To have further insight, it is useful to compare the density of states (DOS) calculations illustrating the electronic structure of the system. Figure 3 shows the DOS projected on the rare-earth atoms. We have used the ground state configuration for the calculations (no core hole), consistently with the one electron RE L 3 -edge XANES (figure 2). The DOS shows that the near edge absorption intensity in the RE L 3 -edge XANES spectra is mainly given by the transition from the 2p to 5d states. Near the Fermi level, most of the 4f DOS of lanthanum are empty, while the 4f DOS becomes increasingly occupied as the atomic number of the RE increases. Feature B in the L 3 -edge XANES could probe the empty 4f electron states, however, a direct transition from 2p states to 4f final states is not allowed. On the other hand, from the projected DOS on other atoms (e.g. Fe, As or O), shown in figure 4 , it appears that the iron empty p states mainly contribute to feature B. Therefore feature B probes the hybridization of RE 4f states and Fe 4p states. Nevertheless, we should mention that the RE 4f states and the Fe 4p states do not vary significantly with changing RE with experimental observation, suggesting that the electronic structure alone may not be able to explain feature B, and that multiple scattering contributions should be taken into account. Figure 5 shows RE L 3 -edge XANES multiple scattering calculations for two representative REFeAsO (RE = La, Sm) systems with an increasing number of atomic shells around the absorbing atom. The atomic potential is calculated over a large cluster (∼8Å) of atoms and fixed self-consistently. Details on different shells around the absorbing RE (La, Sm) atoms are provided in table 1 with corresponding inter-atomic distances and coordination numbers.
From multiple scattering calculations of the La and Sm L 3 -edges, we can notice that feature B emerges and evolves in similar way for both La and Sm. The results of the calculations can be summarized as follows:
(i) feature B emerges due to the constructive interference between multiple scattering waves when the cluster increases up to five shells with the addition of four RE (La or Sm) atoms in the same plane as the absorber; (ii) intensity of feature B increases with the addition of two As atoms on the top and the bottom, with the feature getting sharper when eight oxygen atoms at a distance ∼4.6Å are added in the REO slab (see the 7th shell in the table 1). This suggests a significant role for the oxygen shell on feature B; (iii) feature B disappears as the plane of eight iron atoms (see the 8th shell, at ∼5.40Å) is included in the calculation. These iron and oxygen atoms of the 7th shell have the same x and y coordinates but are located on the lower side of the absorber. Since feature B disappears, the electron waves scattered by the iron plane (8th shell) and the oxygen plane (7th shell) should interfere destructively; (iv) feature B reappears if more atomic shells are included, suggesting that it is associated to the layered structure.
The fact that the peak intensities for La and Pr are much smaller, the oxygen layer with respect to the Fe plane should be less disordered in the LaFeAsO and PrFeAsO systems. However, multiple scattering contributions from atoms up to 6Å actively contribute to feature B.
In the high temperature cuprate superconductors, a similar feature appearing in the RE L 3 edges was intensively investigated [28, 29] and found to be related to the eightfold hexahedron-type coordination surrounding the absorber. The only difference between cuprates and the iron pnictides is that there is no CuO 2 like plane in the latter. Both the REO and FeAs layers are slabs (Fe and As are not in the same plane) rather than planes. Moreover, the calculated spectra show a strong intensity of feature B, for a significantly large cluster of atoms, regardless of type of the rare-earth absorber. However, in the experimental spectra, the intensity of feature B increases with increasing atomic number. On the basis of the electronic structure and the multiple scattering calculations, we argue that feature B should be due to; (a) the hybridization between the RE 4f and Fe 4p states, which increases with an increase in the number of f electrons, and; (b) the multiple scattering of iron and oxygen layers sandwiching the layer of rare-earth metals. The latter suggests that oxygen disorder may significantly affect the intensity of feature B, as observed in the experimental spectra. It is worth recalling that any change in the local symmetry could create a structure in the XANES, as shown in the Ni K edge of PrNiO 3 system [31] . Since relative disorder between the FeAs and REO blocks indicates changing local symmetry, the findings are not inconsistent.
It is worth recalling that multiple electron excitations (MEE) could also produce a structure in the XANES spectrum. For example, a double excitation is identified in the Cu K edge x-ray absorption of cuprates [32] , appearing around 85 eV above the 1s threshold, characterized by a simultaneous excitation of the 1s and 3p electrons into unoccupied states leaving two holes on the Cu site. Considering that feature B in the RE L 3 -edge XANES appears around 15 eV above the threshold, in principle a double electron excitation could be associated to O 2 (5p 1/2 ) and O 3 (5p 3/2 ) transitions, since for the light RE (such as Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm etc) these transitions fall in the range of 15-22 eV [33] . However, as discussed in [33] , the main contribution of double excitation in the RE L 3 edges comes from the L 3 N 4,5 excitations, and other potential contributions are very weak. Therefore, we can rule out feature B being due to an MEE.
Here, we should also underline that the misfit strain between the REO and the FeAs slabs could easily control the order/disorder of the oxygen, of which the mobility depends on the misfit strain. In SmFeAsO, the FeAs slabs are less strained, while the vertical position of the As atoms is higher [16] , with a high interlayer coupling and hence more disordered positions of O atoms. On the other hand, the vertical position of the As atoms is lower in the case of LaFeAsO and the intensity of feature B may be lowered due to a destructive multiple scattering interference derived from higher order in the REO slabs, unlike the case of SmFeAsO, in which is the disorder could increase the multiple scattering contributions. The results are consistent with the fact that feature B is sensitive to the doping, being more intense for F substitution (in place of O) [27] , and hence increased (chemical) disorder in the REO slabs. It is interesting to compare the results with the crystallographic structural phase transition in the REFeAsO system. The structural phase transition from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase appears at 165 K, 155 K, 135 K and 130 K respectively for RE = La, Pr, Nd and Sm. This implies that a larger relative interlayer disorder reduces the structural phase transition temperature. This seems reasonable since local disorder can easily destroy the average symmetry.
In summary, we have investigated RE L 3 -edge XANES of the REFeAsO system. The L 3 -edge shows a feature B (see figure 1 ) evolving from weak, for the lower Z lanthanide (La and Pr), to intense, for the higher Z lanthanides metal (e.g., Nd and Sm). From detailed DOS and multiple scattering calculations, we claim that this feature is not only related to the electronic configuration of the rare-earth metals, but also to multiple scattering contributions originating from the geometrically symmetric oxygen and iron positions. This suggests that the oxygen should be less disordered with respect to the Fe layer in LaFeAsO, while there is a significant oxygen disordering due to a higher interlayer coupling (higher vertical position of the As atoms) and a smaller misfit strain [5, 7] in the SmFeAsO system.
Since, once suitably doped, the superconducting transition temperature of SmFeAsO is higher than LaFeAsO, the present results suggest an intimate relation or an interplay between the superconductivity and disorder in the spacer layers, similar to the out-of-plane disorder controlled superconductivity addressed in the cuprate superconductors [9, 10] .
